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LIFE LIFE

from the preliminary stages. For this game, 
White would play with 15 minutes, so 
Nakamura sealed a bid of eight minutes and 59 
seconds, presumably in anticipation of a nine-
minute bid from Carlsen. But Carlsen’s sixth 
sense for his opponent’s intentions extends 
beyond the chessboard. His bid of eight minutes 
and 58 seconds was at least a psychological 
victory, and he went on to achieve the draw he 
needed to win the match.

The eccentric format meant that this was not 
their last encounter of the event. The two giants 
battled it out again in the final, where Carlsen 
earned tournament victory with a 2.5-1.5 
margin. A surprising double blunder occurred in 
this position from another heavyweight pairing.

Wesley So-Hikaru Nakamura
Airthings Masters, February 2023

Nakamura’s last move was the blunder 52…
Kg7-f7. Wesley So responded with 53 Qe6+ 
and in view of what came before, the response 
53…Kg7 led to a draw by threefold repetition. 
Both players overlooked that 53 Qf3! was a 
winning move. White’s extra kingside pawn 
ensures a straightforward win after the exchange 
of queens. In case of 53…Kf6 54 Qxf4+ gxf4 
55 h4 Ke5 56 Kf3 Kxd5 57 Kxf4 White wins 
easily. Black’s king will be diverted by an 
advancing g-pawn, while White mops up the 
queenside pawns.

  Across
 4 Team go over to Irish 

monument (6,5)
 11 Train pass daughter’s  

lost (7)
 12 Delicate and light,  

keeping in time (6)
 13 Colluding with ancient 

tribe’s hilarious escapades 
(2,7)

 19 Band’s origin (7)
 21 Get together in time-share 

(4)
 23 Milky tea, call for change 

(7)
 25 Chatterbox not quiet – 

noisy type (7)
 32 1980s Austin model 

having some art form (7)
 34 Could be Dover – or not! 

(4)
 35 Sapper composed 

unfinished Mass –  
one for the dead (7)

 40 Number eating large  
meal (5)

 41 Two-thirds stored in car – 
time for change (5,4)

 43 Mineral fashionable in 
green (7)

 44 40 done OK, cooked but 
it’s not expected (8-3)

  Down
 1 Sea creature set off at 

angle (11)
 3 Poison mostly abundant  

at home (5)
 6 City that’s just half a 

capital in Asian land (4)
 7 Gave voice as I damaged 

tendon (7)
 8 Star’s sleeveless cloak 

lifted completely (7)

 9 Where to apply poultice, 
getting heated (2,3,4)

 10 Relative who seems 
downtrodden? (7)

 17  Rock smuggled into  
French holiday home (7)

 18 The right doctor 
assembled emergency 
room gauge (11)

 20 First aid accessory for 
reserve Rugby forwards 
(3,4)

 22 Let loose with crumpled 
Brillo pad (5,4)

 26 Big hit, getting caught – 
50 and dismissed (5)

 27 German treat at  
Christmas that’s hot  
with no middle! (7)

 28 Boycott a GB-Rome order 
(7)

 29 Dupe emcee regularly in 
disreputable joint (7)

 33 Endear fiancée regularly, 
having Guernsey lily (6)

 39 Chamber composition  
for a crowd? (4)

A first prize of £30 and two 
runners-up prizes of £20 for the 
first correct solutions opened on  
6 March. Please scan or 
photograph entries and email 
them (including the crossword 
number in the subject field) to 
crosswords@spectator.co.uk,  
or post to: Crossword 2592, 
The Spectator, 22 Old Queen 
Street, London SW1H 9HP. 
Please allow six weeks for 
prize delivery. The dictionary 
prize is not available at present. 

Crossword 
2592:  
Uncle Victor 
by Doc

I’d never leave your mallet solo. 
together we are heaven-made, 
we’re Paddington and marmalade! 
I yearn to stroke your polished noggin, 
‘IwuvWills’ is my password login. 
Let Catherine keep her royal crown, 
for you, I’d leave the drawbridge down. 
Oh, noble Windsor chap of mine, 
please be my clean-shaved Valentine.
Janine Beacham

¡Corazón, mi querido!
Your luscious libido
Is infinite, brooks no excess,
Tally-ho! ¡Ay caramba!
My viola da gamba
You bow with exquisite finesse!

My heart knew in principle
You’d be the Prince I pull
One day, the Windsor I’d marry.
Throughout every débâcle
Your Markle’ll sparkle,
O succulent, truculent Harry!
Mike Morrison

Sweet Harry boy I love your look
I love the way you wrote your book
I love the way in which you live
I love that you’re so sensitive
I love the fact you have blue eyes
I love the fact you can’t stand lies
I love your crinkly smile so tender
I love that you’re so cool on gender
I love the way you scold your Pa
I love the way you drive your car
I love your flaming ginger hair
I love it that you’re called The Spare
I love it all because you see
I know you’re lonely just like me
Sweet Harry boy for you I pine
Please let me be your Valentine.
J.C.H. Mounsey

I love you, Harry, since first sighting;
I love your tales of Afghan fighting.

I love to hear how you first yield-
ed to a woman, in a field.

I love your tales of snubs and slightings
And how they pad out your ghost writings.

I love to hear about your willy
Smeared with face-cream: it’s so silly.

I love it when the sun’s bright glare
Reflects from where you’ve lost your hair.
 
I love the way your beard-hairs rasp
Along my thigh and make me gasp.
 
I love your hands, one here, one there:
And how I wish you had one spare.
A.H. Harker 

NO. 3289: MAN DOWN

You are invited to provide an extract from 
a politically correct version of a work by 
an unreconstructed male novelist or poet 
(please specify). Please email entries of up to 
150 words/16 lines to lucy@spectator.co.uk 
by midday on 1 March.
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SOLUTION TO 2589: ODDLY STUMPS OUT   

The unclued lights are or were commentators on (sTuMpS) 
TEST MATCH SPECIAL (which the green highlighted 
squares revealed). The paired names are 7/24, 8/25, 20/11 
and 31/35.

First prize Keith Wait, Twickenham, Middlesex 
Runners-up Jenny Mitchell, Croscombe, Somerset;
Mike Garwell, Birmingham

Name     
 
Address     

    

    

    

  

If a series of chess games is drawn, how do you 
split the tie? One answer is to play two more 
games (one of each colour) at a faster time limit, to 
boost the odds of a decisive result. But that might 
take a while. When the games get too brisk, the 
tiebreak feels divorced from the original contest. 

The drawbacks of playing just one game are 
obvious – the white player get an unfair edge, and 
the game might end up drawn anyway. So the 
Armageddon game was invented – the chess 
equivalent of a penalty shoot-out. In this, a drawn 
game results in a win for the black player. On its 
own, that’s a chunky advantage, so a time 
handicap is used to even out the chances.

What time handicap yields a fair contest? A 
typical Armageddon time limit is for White to play 
with five minutes to four, and a two-second 
increment starting from move 61. As far as I’m 
aware, this allocation of time has more grounding 
in guesswork than empirical evidence. A second 
problem is that a fair time split depends on the 
players’ skill. At a higher level, draws are more 
frequent, so a larger time handicap is necessary to 
compensate for Black having draw odds. 

In fact, guesswork needn’t be involved at all. 
You fix an amount of time for White (say, five 
minutes), and then have the players make a sealed 
bid for whatever amount of time they deem 
satisfactory to take Black. Whoever bids the lower 
amount of time plays with Black and draw odds, 
with the exact amount of time that they bid. 

That system was used for an Armageddon 
playoff at the 2010 US championship. The white 
player was stipulated an hour for the game. Gata 
Kamsky made the lower bid, so he got Black with 
25 minutes and draw odds against Yury Shulman. 
Kamsky was on the ropes, but won the 
championship with a draw. The same system was 
used for Armageddon games at the Airthings 
Masters earlier this month, the online event hosted 
by chess.com which kicked off the 2023 
Champions Chess Tour.

It’s a neat solution, and entertaining for 
spectators, though a purist might prefer a player’s 
fortunes to be determined solely by the quality of 
their moves rather than the skill of their bidding. 
An amusing case arose in the Armageddon match 
between Magnus Carlsen and Hikaru Nakamura 

In Competition No. 3286, you were invited 
to submit a toe-curling Valentine poem to 
Harry, or to the love object of your choice. 

Meghan and her frightful poems were the 
inspiration for this assignment but perhaps 
we should cut her some slack; as Carol Ann 
Duffy has said, love poetry is the hardest  
to write. Mindful that some may be heartily 
sick of the Sussexes and their shenanigans, 
I widened the brief, and while most of you 
had Harry in your amorous sights, other love 
objects ranged from Sergei Lavrov to Nico-
la Sturgeon. 

Honourable mentions, in a smallish and 
patchy entry, go to Richard Spencer, Robert 
Schechter, Susan Firth and Nicholas Lee. 
Also eye-catching were John O’Byrne’s tri-
ple haiku to Alexa and David Shields’s 
Betjeman-inflected Valentine to Jacob Rees-
Mogg. The winners, printed below, earn their 
authors £25 each.

 
The first time that I saw your face
It hit me like a big spotlight,
Or like the Pacific wowed Cortez 
(No call to fat-shame him, alright?)

My love for you is fabulous,
More powerful than weed or coke,
As precious as an Oscar win. 
I’m mad for you because you’re woke. 

A lover and a fighter both,
In bed you are red hot. 
I love you for your sexy beard
And for the Taliban you shot.

Dear Harry, though your family
Puts you down to fifth in line,
You’ll always head my hit parade.
Please be my valentine.
Basil Ransome-Davies

Flame-headed hero! Husband! You’re no spare!
Forget those mainstream media barbs and spears;
you’re cute, like little pandas are, and rare,
so turn your martyr’s cheek to envious Piers.
Now, speaking of those pandas in line three,
our romance is no muddling confusion;
we’re black and white in concert, you and me,
like zebra stripes, a ying-and-yangy fusion.
I am your Princess, you my Prince, and we
shall live out Californian dreams beneath
blue skies while telling all when on TV
to Oprah, smiling smiles of whitened teeth.
Oh, Harry, though you sadly got frostbitten,
with you, eternally, I shall be smitten.
Paul A. Freeman

Sweet William, take me to Balmoral, 
in tartan sheets we’ll be immoral. 
Your princely lip I yearn to chew, 
your eyes and blood cerulean blue. 
Your arms are buff and made to hold me, 
at Sandringham let them enfold me. 
I long to be your match at polo, 

PUZZLE NO. 739

Black to play. Yakubboev-Kramnik, Airthings 
Masters 2023. White’s last move, Re7-e6, was 
a blunder, allowing Kramnik to land a decisive 
tactic. What did he play? Email answers to chess@
spectator.co.uk by Monday 20 February. There is 
a prize of £20 for the first correct answer out of a 
hat. Please include a postal address and allow six 
weeks for prize delivery.

Last week’s solution 1 Rhg7! Depending on 
Black’s reply, it’s mate with 2 Ra8# or 2 Rg8#
Last week’s winner Bede Moore, 
Far Oakridge, Gloucestershire

Chess 
Bidding one’s time  
Luke McShane

The unclued Across lights were 
of a kind, as are the unclued 
Down lights now. All are verifi-
able in Brewer under 16.

Competition 
That’s amore  
Lucy Vickery

White to play, position after 52…Kg7-f7
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